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The separation zone of an inclined #at plate was reduced by bombarding rolling-up vortices in
the separated shear layer with a chain of vortex rings introduced from the side of the main #ow.
The reduction was realized because a compact and strong vortex is successively formed near the
leading edge, transporting high-momentum #uid of the main #ow towards the surface. Mo-
mentum defect in the near wake, which serves as a measure of e!ectiveness of reduction in the
separation zone and can be approximately interpreted as the drag of the plate, generally
decreases with increasing frequency of introduction of the rings F and their circulation C,
saturating at su$ciently large values of F and C. The momentum defect appears to attain
a minimum at a particular frequency Fc/;

=
+4, where c is the length of the plate and;

=
is the

main-#ow velocity. This frequency can be interpreted as the fundamental frequency of the
shedding-type instability of the separated #ow. E$ciency, which is de"ned as decrease in loss of
power in the wake divided by the power required to generate the vortex rings, attains
a maximum approximately at the same frequency Fc/;

=
+4, and at a particular value of the

circulation C/;
=

c+0)32, which is approximately 1)6 times the circulation of the shear-layer
vortices in the region of interaction. Thus, the steady jet which corresponds to F"R is not the
best choice in terms of the e$ciency. ( 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION

ACTIVE CONTROL OF SEPARATED FLOWS around blu! bodies has been made by acoustic wave,
suction or blowing, oscillating #aps, moving surfaces, etc. These methods, except the control
by acoustic wave, employ actuators installed inside or on the surface of the body. This is not
always possible in engineering applications. For example, blades of axial-#ow compressors
or blowers are not usually thick enough to install such actuators. Active control of
separated #ow around the blades is of vital importance to improve o!-design performance
of turbomachinery.

This paper presents a novel method to solve the above problem. In this method
self-travelling vortices such as vortex rings or vortex pairs are introduced into separated
shear layers from outside to reduce the separation zone. Figures 1 and 2 are #ow visualiz-
ations which demonstrate the interaction between the external vortices and rolling-up
vortices in a separated shear layer (Kiya et al., 1986). Note that the vortex ring and the
vortex pair in these "gures are introduced from the low-velocity side of the shear layer. The
interaction appears to generate rolling-up vortices which are larger than those in the
undisturbed shear layer.

The interaction between rolling-up vortices in a plane mixing layer and a vortex pair was
studied by numerical simulations to understand essential aspects of the vortex interaction
0889}9746/01/040399#15 $35.00/0 ( 2001 Academic Press



Figure 1. Interaction between a vortex pair and shear-layer vortices (Kiya et al., 1986). Flow is from left to right.
Main-#ow velocity ;

=
"2)8 cm/s, height of normal plate h"4)3 cm, circulation of the vortex pair

C
vp

/(;
=

h)+0)78, circulation of the shear-layer vortices C
sh
/(;

=
h)+0)50 and Reynolds number;

=
h/l"1)2]105.

The time interval between two consecutive photographs is 0)5 s.
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(Kiya et al. 1999). This two-dimensional interaction induces larger vortices than those in the
undisturbed mixing layer, yielding a signi"cant increase of momentum thickness and
entrainment rate. Moreover, vortex pairs whose circulation is larger than approximately 2)5



Figure 2. Interaction between a vortex ring and shear-layer vortices (Kiya et al., 1986). Flow is from left to right.
;
=
"3)0 cm/s, h"4)3 cm, circulation of the vortex ring C

vr
/(;

=
h)+0)58, C

sh
/(;

=
h)+0)85 The time interval

between two consecutive photographs is 0)25 s.
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times the circulation of the mixing-layer vortex pass through the mixing layer, leaving more
or less the same e!ect on the mixing-layer vortices.

A problem of using a vortex pair for the control is that it has a mode of instability
(Leweke et al. 1996), which degenerates the vortex pair to a series of vortex rings. Thus, in
engineering applications, the external vortices should be vortex rings. Interaction between
vortex rings and shear-layer vortices was studied experimentally by Kiya et al. (1986) and
Maekawa & Nishioka (1992) and numerically by Kiya & Ishii (1988) and Ishikawa et al.
(2000). In the Ishikawa et al. (2000) simulations, a vortex ring of radius R and core radius of
0)155R interacts with a rectilinear vortex tube of the same core radius; the Reynolds number
based on the diameter 2R and the initial convection velocity of the vortex ring is 300. The
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simulations revealed that the vortex ring passes through the vortex tube if the circulation of
the vortex ring is approximately 1)5 times the circulation of the vortex "lament.

In this paper, vortex rings were introduced into the separated shear layer of an inclined
#at plate to reduce the height of the separation zone. A reduction in the height is expected to
be accompanied by lower drag and higher lift, and lower level of #uctuating components of
these forces. Trajectories of vortex rings ejected into the main #ow are shown to have
a similarity for di!erent parameters associated with generation of the vortex rings (Suzuki
et al. 1999), and this similarity was used to introduce the vortex rings into the separated
shear layer near the leading edge. Circulation of the vortex rings C and frequency of its
introduction (shooting frequency) F were changed to obtain conditions of the greatest
reduction in the separation zone. Momentum defect in the near wake of the plate is
employed as a measure of e!ectiveness of the control. Moreover, the mechanism of the
reduction is discussed in terms of phase-averaged #ow visualizations and phase-averaged
velocity distributions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD

Experiments were performed in a low-speed, open-return wind tunnel with a 40)0 cm high,
20)0 cm wide and 90)0 cm long working section. The #ow was introduced into the working
section through a bell entrance of 1 : 12)6 contraction. The time-mean velocity in the tunnel
was uniform within $2% in the cross section where the leading edge of a model plate is to
be located except the boundary layers on the tunnel walls. The free-stream turbulence
intensity was 0)7%.

Vortex rings were produced through a circular ori"ce of diameter d"5)0 mm, which
were bored through the top wall of the tunnel in the mid-span plane. This ori"ce was
connected to a woofer through a chamber. In the second part of the experiments, which will
be described in Section 3.3, two ori"ces of the same dimensions were added 6)0 d apart, on
both sides of the above-mentioned ori"ce; all the "ve ori"ces were arranged along a line
normal to the main-#ow direction, being connected to the woofer through the same
chamber. Thus, "ve vortex rings of the same circulation and dimensions were generated
simultaneously.

The woofer was driven by square-wave input from a power unit. The square wave had
a period of 2t

"
; in the "rst half of the period the woofer was in the phase of ejection #ow

through the ori"ce, while in the second half the woofer was in the suction phase.
Circulation of the vortex ring generated during one period was obtained in the following

way. The cylindrical coordinate (m, p, u), whose origin is at the centre of the ori"ce, is
de"ned such that m is the longitudinal distance, p is the radial distance, and u is the
azimuthal angle about the axis p"0. Assuming that the #ow in the plane of the ori"ce is
axisymmetric, circulation shed per unit time from the edge of the ori"ce is given by

dC

dt
"P

d@2

d@2~d
uuumdp, (1)

where d is the thickness of the shear layer, uu"Lup/Lm!Lum/Lp is the azimuthal compon-
ent of vorticity, and um and up are the velocity components in the m and p directions. The
"rst term in uu is much smaller than the second term, so that we obtain
uuum"!um(Lum/Lp). Thus, noting that the #ow in the suction phase had no contribution
to circulation, the circulation of the vortex ring generated during one period of motion of
the woofer can be evaluated from

C"

1

2 P
tb

0

[<
j
(t)]2 dt, (2)
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where<
j
(t) is the longitudinal velocity component at the edge of the shear layer in the plane

of the ori"ce.
An inclined #at plate of length c"100 mm was made from an acrylic resin plate of

2)0 mm in thickness, having the semicircular leading and trailing edges. This form of the
leading edge was employed to reduce the receptivity of the acoustic wave generated by the
motion of the woofer. It is possible that the receptivity might in#uence the rolling up of the
Figure 3. Flow con"guration and de"nition of coordinate system for active control of separation zone of an
inclined #at plate by impinging vortex rings.
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separated shear layer, making it di$cult to di!erentiate its e!ects on the separation zone
from those of the vortex rings. The plate was "xed at an attack angle a"103, at which the
#ow separated from the leading edge to reattach to the surface near the trailing edge.

Figure 3 illustrates the #ow con"guration, and de"nition of the (x, y, z) coordinate system
and symbols. The x-axis is in the direction of main #ow of velocity ;

=
, y is vertically

upward, and z is in the spanwise direction, the origin being at the leading edge. The distance
from the suction surface along the y-axis is denoted by y@. The instantaneous velocity
components in the xy-plane and in the x-direction are denoted by q and u, respectively. The
leading edge of the plate was located 15)0d below and 25)0d downstream of the centre of the
ori"ce from which the vortex rings were generated.

The velocities were measured by a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer and
a Laser-Doppler velocimeter (LDV). A single hot-wire probe of 5 lm diameter and working
length of 1 mm, which was parallel to the z-axis, was used, so that this probe measured the
velocity component in the (x, y) plane q, whose time-mean value and r.m.s. #uctuations are
denoted by qN and q@, respectively. The LDV measured the longitudinal component u, whose
time-mean value is denoted by uN .

The vortex rings and their interaction with the separated shear layer were visualized by
a smoke-wire technique. Smoke wires were tungsten wires of 0)1 mm diameter with kinks at
intervals of 2d. Flow-visualization photographs were taken in synchronization with "xed
phases of generation of the vortex rings.

Reynolds number Re (";
=

c/l, l being the kinematic viscosity) was 8300. The main-
#ow velocity was 1)25 m/s. The frequency of introduction of the vortex rings to the
separated shear layer F was varied in the range of Fc/;

=
"0}12, while circulation of the

vortex rings was in the range of C/(;
=
c)"0)20}0)66. Circulation of shear-layer vortices

with which the vortex rings interacted, C
sh

, was C
sh

/(;
=
c)"0)21, as described in Section 3.1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. UNDISTURBED FLOW

Figure 4 shows the #ow pattern visualized by smoke particles, the distributions of the
time-mean velocities q6 and u6 and the r.m.s. velocity #uctuation q@ on the suction side of the
plate. The #ow separates from the leading edge to form a separation zone. The distributions
of u6 measured by the LDV indicate the reverse #ow near the surface. In the reverse-#ow
region, the distributions of qN measured by the hot-wire probe has a de"nite plateau. The
plateau is generated by the recti"cation of the velocity signal u in the reverse-#ow region.
Near a position of u"0, the hot-wire signal is expected to attain a broad minimum because
the recti"cation yields a higher signal between this position and the surface. The broad
minimum looks like a plateau. It may be noted that the hot-wire signal is not zero at the
position of u"0 due to e!ects of natural convection and the turbulent velocity component
along the probe. Thus, in this paper the plateau is interpreted as an indication of reverse
#ow. On the basis of this interpretation, the separated shear layer appears to reattach on the
surface near the trailing edge. This is partially supported by the fact that the distribution of
uN in the near wake at x/c"1)14 indicates no reverse-#ow region.

Circulation of rolling-up vortices in the undisturbed shear layer C
sh

can be estimated on
the basis of the velocity at the edge of the shear layer ;

s
("1)27;

=
at ;

=
"1)25 m/s) and

the fundamental frequency of Kelvin}Helmholtz instability f
KH

"50 Hz, which was mea-
sured at x/c"0)4. As seen in Figure 4, the rolling-up vortex in the shear layer "rst appears
between x/c"0)3 and 0)4. The longitudinal distance between rolling-up vortices near the



Figure 4. (a) Distributions of time-mean velocities qN and uN , and r.m.s. velocity #uctuation q@, and (b) smoke-wire
#ow visualization for undisturbed separation zone. a"103 and Re"8300. s, qN /;

=
; n, uN /;

=
; d, q@/;

=
. The

broken line shows the centre of the shear layer. The scale of the velocities is shown on top of (a).
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leading edge (which will be referred to as KH vortices) is estimated as
j
KH

"(;
s
/2)/f

KH
("0)16c), with the reasonable assumption that the rolling-up vortices are

convected by the velocity ;
s
/2. Circulation of the shear layer vortices can be estimated as

;
s

times this wavelength, that is, C
sh

/(;
=

c)"0)21.

3.2. EFFECTS OF VORTEX RINGS ON SEPARATED FLOW

In order to demonstrate the e!ects of vortex rings on the shear layer, phase-averaged #ow vis-
ualizations and distributions of phase-averaged velocity qJ are presented in Figures 5 and 6
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for the shooting frequency of Fc/;
=
"0)80. The vortex rings were generated only from the

central ori"ce; the #ow visualizations and the velocity measurements were made in the
mid-span plane. The phase averaging was made on the basis of waveform of input to the
woofer. For convenience the phase /"0 is de"ned as the instant at which the centre of
a vortex ring arrives at the leading edge of the airfoil, while the phase /"2n is the instant at
which the next vortex ring arrives at the same position. The velocity distributions and the
#ow visualizations are shown with the interval of */"n/3. It may be noted that each
photograph of Figure 5 is the superposition of 20 realizations; the centre of the vortex ring is
indicated by solid triangles on the longitudinal and horizontal scales. The phase-averaged
velocity distributions are also the superposition of 20 realizations. It is also worth noting
that position of the vortex rings was much clearer in each #ow realization than that in the
phase-averaged visualization.

The #ow patterns in Figure 5 demonstrate the process of interaction between the shear
layer and the vortex ring. The vortex ring impinges on the shear layer near the leading edge
at /"n/3, generating a compact rolling-up vortex whose centre is at x/c+2)5 for /"2n/3
[Figure 5(c)]. This compact vortex eliminates the reverse #ow on its downstream side to
reduce the instantaneous length of the separation zone, as seen from the velocity pro"le at
x/c"0)4, by transporting high-momentum #uid of the main #ow towards the surface. At
the same time, the centre of the shear layer y

c
, which is the y position of maximum of q@,

shifts towards the surface, yielding a dip in the plot of y
c

against x.
This compact vortex grows in size downstream to make the shear layer reattach at

a position x/c+0)5!0)6 at /"n [Figure 5(d)]. The x coordinate of the reattachment
position is indicated by the open triangle. As the interaction zone moves downstream, the
reattachment position and the dip of y

c
also move downstream. At the last phase /"5n/3

[Figure 5(f)], the reattachment position the dip are located further downstream at x/c+0)7;
the next vortex ring is approaching the leading edge to yield the same pattern as that at
/"0.

It is worth noting that the motion of the dip is preceded by the motion of the vortex ring
(Figure 6). The convection velocity of the dip is estimated to be approximately 0)50;

s
, while

the convection velocity of the vortex ring is estimated to be 0)91;
s
. This means that the dip

is actually caused by the local enhancement of rolling-up of the shear layer by the
interaction with the vortex ring. This also suggests that the longitudinal motion of the
vortex rings are a!ected by its self-induced velocity because the vortex rings travel down-
stream along the suction surface.

E!ects of the shooting frequency F on distributions of the time-mean and r.m.s. velocities
are shown in Figure 7 for two shooting frequencies Fc/;

=
"0)80 and 5)6. The ratio of

circulation is in the range of C/C
sh
"2)5}3)6, so that, in view of the numerical simulations

(Kiya et al., 1999; Ishikawa et al., 2000), the vortex rings are expected to pass through the
shear layer. Figure 7 also indicates that the separated shear layer approaches the suction
c
Figure 5. Flow visualization of the separated #ow a!ected by the impinging vortex rings for Fc/;

=
"0)80 and

C/(;
=
c)"0)67. Flow is from left to right. Phase is /"0 in (a) and /"5n/3 in (f ) with the same interval of n/3

between succesive snapshots. The phase-averaged reattachment position is indicated by the open triangles.
Coordinates of position of the vortex rings are denoted by the solid triangles on the x- and y-axes.

Figure 6. Phase-averaged velocity distributions qJ in the separated #ow a!ected by the impinging vortex rings
for Fc/;

=
"0)80 and C/(;

=
c)"0)67. Flow is from left to right. Phase is /"0 in (a) and /"5n/3 in (f ) with the

same interval of n/3 between successive snapshots. The phase-averaged reattachment position is indicated by the
open triangles. Coordinates of the position of the vortex rings are denoted by the solid triangles on the x- and
y-axes. Thin solid lines indicate the distributions of the time-averaged velocity qN in the undisturbed shear layer,

while the thick solid lines show the centre of the shear layer a!ected by the vortex rings.





Figure 7. E!ects of the impinging vortex rings on the separated #ow around the inclined #at plate for (a)
Fc/;

=
"0)80, C/(;

=
c)"0)73 and (b) Fc/;

=
"5)6, C/(;

=
c)"0)50: n, uN /;

=
; s, qN /;

=
; d, q@/;

=
. The scale of the

velocities is shown on top of (a) and (b).
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surface as the frequency F increases. Especially, at the frequency Fc/;
=
"5)6, the separ-

ation zone is likely to be suppressed.
E!ects of the frequency F on time histories of the instantaneous velocity q in the shear

layer are shown in Figure 8. The time histories are measured at a "xed position
(x/c, y@/c)"(0)5, 0)13), which is approximately the centre of the undisturbed shear layer. For
example, the time history for Fc/;

=
"0)80 is periodic; its time-mean value is approxim-

ately 68% greater than that for the undisturbed shear layer. This increase is due to the
above-mentioned shift of the shear layer towards the suction surface. The time at which
a peak of q appears corresponds to the phase / at which the dip of the centre of the shear
layer y

c
locates right at the longitudinal position of x/c"0)5 (Figure 6).

As the frequency F increases further up to Fc/;
=
"5)2, the time-mean value of q in-

creases to attain a value almost equal to;
=

(Figure 8). At the same time, the time history of
q for this frequency is random, containing no periodic component corresponding to the
frequency F. Thus, at su$ciently high shooting frequencies F, the e!ects of the vortex rings
are expected to be the same as those of the steady round jet of the same momentum. On the
other hand, at a low frequency Fc/;

=
"0)08, the time-mean value of q is the same as that



Figure 8. Time histories of velocity q in the shear layer at (x/c"0)5, y@/c"0)13) for di!erent shooting
frequencies F: (a) Fc/;

=
"0)08; (b) Fc/;

=
"0)80; (c) Fc/;

=
"1)60; (d) Fc/;

=
"5)20. C/(;

=
c)"0)67. The broken

lines are the time-mean velocity qN , while the dotted lines is the time-mean velocity qN at the same position in the
undisturbed shear layer.
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for the undisturbed #ow, so that the vortex rings introduced at this frequency have an
insigni"cant e!ect on the separated shear layer.

3.3. MOMENTUM DEFECT IN THE NEAR WAKE

The previous results are for the vortex rings generated from a single ori"ce whose
centre is at mid-span, the measurements having been made in the mid-span plane. In the
following, results will be presented for the vortex rings simultaneously generated from
the "ve ori"ces arranged in the spanwise direction with the distance 6d, as described in
Section 2, in order to have fairly two-dimensional interaction between the vortex rings and
the shear layer. The distance of 6d was employed because the time-mean velocity contours
in the yz-plane, for the single ori"ce, were two-dimensional in the near wake within the
spanwise distance of $3d. The velocity contours in the yz-plane for the simultaneously
generated "ve vortex rings were found to be fairly two-dimensional at x/c"1)15 (Suzuki
et al., 1999).

A measure of e!ects of the vortex rings impinging on the separated #ow is the drag acting
on the inclined plate. In the present study the drag was evaluated in terms of the momentum
defect in the near wake of the plate, neglecting the contribution of pressure. High mo-
mentum defect in the near wake is associated with low pressure there, so that high
momentum defect implies high drag. The momentum defect M is de"ned by

M"Pou6 (;
=
!u6 ) dy, (3)



Figure 9. Momentum defect M versus the shooting frequency F for vortex rings issuing from "ve ori"ces
arranged in the spanwise direction with a distance of 6)0d: s, C/(;

=
c)"0)23; n, C/(;

=
c)"0)29; h,

C/(;
=

c)"0)36.
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where o is the density of #uid. Figure 9 shows the momentum defect M in the mid-span
plane at at x/c"1)15, divided by its value of the undisturbed #ow M

0
, as a function of the

shooting frequency F. The momentum defect initially decreases with increasing F to attain
a fairly constant value of M/M

0
"0)8 for Fc/;

=
'4)0. However, a perusal of Figure

9 reveals that the momentum defect attains a de"nite minimum at Fc/;
=
+4)0. This is the

same even when the main-#ow velocity has been changed by the factor of 2, as shown in
Figure 10.

The particular frequency Fc/;
=
"4)0 can be explained as follows. Periodic forcing of

stalled #ow around two-dimensional airfoils yields a particular forcing frequency, F
p,

at
which the lift attains a maximum (Hsiao et al., 1989; Bar-Sever 1989; Zaman & McKinzie
1991; Zaman 1992). The drag is also expected to attain a minimum value at the same
frequency because the height of the separated zone becomes minimum. This frequency when
normalized in the form F

p
c/;

=
is in a range of 3}4 (Zaman & McKinzie 1991; Zaman

1992), 1}3 (Hsiao et al., 1989) and 2 (Bar-Sever 1989), being of the same order as the above-
mentioned frequency Fc/;

=
"4. At high Reynolds numbers the frequency F

p
is much

lower than the fundamental frequency of Kelvin}Helmholtz (K}H) instability in the
separated shear layer F

KH
(Zaman 1992). Nishioka et al. (1990) found that the forcing by

acoustic waves of low amplitude ampli"es the fundamental mode of the linear instability,
whereas high amplitude forcing ampli"es the mode of much lower frequency. The primary
mechanism is likely to be the shedding-type instability (Nishioka et al., 1990; Sigurdson
1995) whose frequency scales with the height of the separation zone and the velocity at the
separation edge ;

s
. The mechanism is also interpreted as the impinging-type instability

(Nakamura & Nakashima 1986; Kiya et al., 1997).
At su$ciently low Reynolds numbers the frequency of the shedding-type instability is

perhaps of the same order as that of the K}H instability because vortices rolled-up by the
K}H instability can be shed downstream without further merging. This is probably the case
in the present experiment at Re"8300 because the frequency Fc/;

=
"4 happens to be

that of the K}H frequency at x/c"0)4. A similar relation is observed between the frequency
of the shear layer instability and that of the column-type instability of a round jet (Ho
& Huerre 1984).



Figure 10. Momentum defect M versus the shooting frequency F at (a) Re"16600, C/(;
=
c)"0)34; (b)

Re"11600, C/(;
=
c)"0)48; (c) Re"100000, C/(;

=
c)"0)56; (d) Re"8300, C/(;

=
c)"0)67 for the vortex rings

issuing from "ve ori"ces.
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At the optimum frequency Fc/;
=
"4 , the distance between the centre of the consecutive

interaction zones is approximately 0)16c because the convection velocity of the interaction
zone is 0)51;

s
("0)65;

=
). The diameter of the vortex ring is approximately 1)5d ("0)075c),

so that the interaction zone is just su$cient to accommodate one vortex ring.
As mentioned before, the momentum defect becomes fairly constant at the shooting

frequencies in the range of Fc/;
=
'4)0 (Figure 9). At these frequencies there is no inherent

instability in the shear layer to be enhanced by the interaction with the vortex rings. The
primary mechanism for the constant value of M should be attributed to an increase in the
longitudinal momentum due to the vortex rings. The momentum of the vortex rings is
basically in the normal (y) direction but this is converted to the longitudinal momentum by
their impingement on the surface.

E!ects of circulation of the vortex rings on M are shown in Figure 11. The momentum
defect decreases with increasing circulation C but is likely to become constant at su$ciently
high values of C. The latter is probably because such vortex rings pass through the
separated shear layer, leaving more or similar e!ects on the rolling up of the shear layer, as
suggested by the numerical simulations (Kiya et al., 1999; Ishikawa et al., 2000).

It may be noted here that, for signal vortex rings, the momentum defect decreased with
increasing frequency F (not shown), attaining a fairly constant value of M/M

0
"0)8 for

Fc/;
=
'6. This is the same as in the case of arrays of vortex rings. The main di!erence is

that no signi"cant minimum appeared at Fc/;
=
+4)0 for the single vortex rings. This is

probably because the single vortex rings modi"ed only a limited spanwise region of the



Figure 11. Momentum defect M versus circulation of the vortex rings issuing from "ve ori"ces: h,
Fc/;

=
"0)80; n, Fc/;

=
"4)0; s, Fc/;

=
"8)0.
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rolling-up vortices in the shear layer, which were otherwise fairly two-dimensional, and thus
the two-dimensional shedding-type instability was not enhanced.

3.4. EFFICIENCY OF SEPARATION CONTROL BY VORTEX RINGS

Loss of power by the drag acting on the plate is the drag multiplied by the main-#ow
velocity. The drag of the plate is reduced by the impinging vortex rings; this reduction is
accompanied by a reduction in loss of power *=. Thus, the e$ciency of control can be
evaluated by g"*=/=

vr
, where =

vr
is the power of generation of the vortex ring. The

kinetic energy of the vortex ring K
vr

is given by

K
vr
"

1

2
oA

0P
tb

0

[<(t)]3dt, (4)

where A
0
"nd2/4 is the area of the ori"ce. The vortex ring is generated with frequency

F and the number of the vortex rings per unit length of the span is 1/(6d). Thus the power,
per unit length, of generation of the vortex rings is=

vr
"(F/6d)K

vr
. On the other hand, the

reduction in loss of power per unit length by the control is given by *=";
=

(M
0
!M).

The e$ciency g is shown in Figure 12 as a function of the normalized frequency Fc/;
=

and circulation C/(;
=

c). It is noteworthy that a maximum of g appears at a frequency
centred around Fc/;

=
+4. Thus the steady round jet, which corresponds to Fc/;

=
"R,

is not the best choice for the control in terms of the e$ciency. Moreover, the e$ciency
attains a maximum at a particular value of C/(;

=
c)+0)32, which is approximately 1)5

times that of shear layer vortices. It is worth noting that the value of this ratio is equal to the
critical value for which a vortex ring passes through a rectilinear vortex tube (Ishikawa
et al., 2000).

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, vortex rings were successively introduced into the separated shear layer of an
inclined #at plate to reduce the spatial extent of the separation zone. The circulation and
frequency of successive introduction of the vortex rings were changed to examine their
e!ects on the reduction of the separation zone. The main results of this study may be



Figure 12. E$ciency of the active control of separation zone g versus (a) the shooting frequency F and (b) the
circulation of the vortex rings C at Fc/;

=
"4)0: n, C/(;

=
c)"0)22; s, C/(;

=
c)"0)27; h, C/(;

=
c)"0)32.
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summarized as follows.

(i) The separation zone can be reduced by a chain of vortex rings impinging on the shear
layer. This is because a compact and strong vortex is successively formed near the leading
edge to transport high-momentum #uid of the main #ow towards the surface.

(ii) The momentum defect in the near wake of the plate, which is approximately
proportional to the drag, is introduced as a measure of e!ectiveness of active control by the
impinging vortex rings. The momentum defect decreases with increasing frequency of
introduction of the vortex rings F, saturating at frequencies greater than Fc/;

=
+4. At this

particular frequency, the momentum defect appears to attain a minimum value. This
optimum frequency is of the order as the frequency at which the lift attains a maximum by
periodic forcing of stalled #ow around airfoils, suggesting that the impinging vortex rings
enhance the shedding-type instability of the separated #ow.

(iii) In the present experiment at Reynolds number of 8300, the optimum frequency
happens to be approximately equal to the fundamental frequency of Kelvin}Helmholtz
instability of the separated shear layer. At higher Reynolds numbers, the optimum
frequency Fc/;

=
+4 is expected to be much lower than the Kelvin}Helmholtz frequency.
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(iv) There exists a particular value of circulation of the vortex rings beyond which the
momentum defect attains a constant value. This is because such vortex rings pass through
the separated shear layer, leaving more or less the same e!ects on the rolling up of the shear
layer.

(v) The e$ciency of reduction of the separation zone attains a broad maximum approx-
imately at the frequency Fc/;

=
"4 and at a particular value of circulation of the vortex

ring. The former implies that the steady round jet is not the best choice for the control in
terms of e$ciency.
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